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about client needs and constantly work to ensure its services and programme
products meet or exceed client expectations.
UBS has a solid reputation resulting from hard work and committed excellence.
Clients view UBS as a company that can meet demanding schedules, help problem solve
and provide competitive and quality hoisting and access products and services.
These traits, combined with an excellent reputation with clients and suppliers for providing
superior service and products, results in numerous satisfied and repeat clients.
Testimonial.
Ballymore's contracts manager [on the Ontario Tower Project] Sean Gavin; 'For a
prestigious development like the Ontario Tower we wanted to use the best system'.
'We were aware that the UBS system had been commissioned for several of the major
contracts in the City like the Wharf and the 'Gherkin' so it seemed sensible to use their
experience in high rise construction'.
'It's a very effective system, but more importantly we got what we wanted, efficiency.'
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Related Business News
M'bishi Heavy, Nippon Steel eye bridge unit merger
Tokyo, Sept 5 (Reuters) - Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd and Nippon Steel Corp have agreed to
form an alliance in the bridge building business and may eventually merge their bridge units to better
compete in a shrinking market.
What Domestic Functions Will Home Automation Systems Control Next?
As the market for home automation continues to grow, so do both the number and the variety of
applications controlled. On this topic Frost & Sullivan will host a telephone and web briefing on
Thursday 13 September 2007 at 2.00 p.m.
Securitas Systems Acquires F+H Electronic in Germany
ZigBee Alliance Hosts Open House in China
The ZigBee Alliance, a global ecosystem of companies creating wireless solutions for use in
residential, commercial and industrial applications, today announced that its Open House and
Exposition in China will be held September 13, 2007 in Beijing.
Archivists have place of their own to save past
The blast doors that were to shield members of the Federal Reserve board from nuclear annihilation
are gone.
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